The widespread diffusion of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) is a becoming a need for the development of the "smartness" of power systems. However, PMU with accuracy compliant to the standard Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) C37.118.1-2011 and its amendment IEEE Std C37.118.1a-2014 have typically costs that constitute a brake for their diffusion. Therefore, in this paper, the design of a low-cost implementation of a PMU is presented. The low cost approach is followed in the design of all the building blocks of the PMU. A key feature of the presented approach is that the data acquisition, data processing and data communication are integrated in a single low cost microcontroller. The synchronization is obtained using a simple external Global Positioning System receiver, which does not provide a disciplined clock. The synchronization of sampling frequency, and thus of the measurement, to the Universal Time Coordinated, is obtained by means of a suitable signal processing technique. For this implementation, the Interpolated Discrete Fourier Transform has been used as the synchrophasor estimation algorithm. A thorough metrological characterization of the realized prototype in different test conditions proposed by the standards, using a high performance PMU calibrator, is also shown.
Introduction
The need for the best estimate of the power system's state is recognized to be a crucial element in improving its performance and its resilience to face catastrophic failures. Thus, one of the most important advancement expected from smart grid technology is the strengthening of the management of the power system [1] . Currently, most of the control actions of a power system are performed through an open-loop type centralized control that implements only steady-state security functions. This applies since the Wide Area Measurement Systems (WAMS) typically devoted to this aim have long latency time. This, obviously, places some limits in terms of the level of stability, reliability and safety of the supervised power system. For this reason, in recent years, synchrophasor technologies and the related monitoring devices called Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) have received a lot of attention [2] [3] [4] [5] . A PMU measures the instantaneous voltage, current, frequency and the Rate Of Change Of Frequency (ROCOF) at specific locations in an electric power transmission system; then, it converts the measured parameters into phasor values, typically with a rate of 25 or more, per second. Finally, it also adds a precise time stamp to these phasor values, turning them into synchrophasors. Time stamping allows these phasor values, provided by PMUs in different locations and across different power industry organizations, to be correlated and time-aligned and so properly combined. The resulting information enables transmission grid planners and operators to have a high-resolution "picture" of the conditions throughout the grid in real time [1] . Thus, with a large-scale implementation of WAMS using PMUs and Phasor Data Concentrators (PDCs) in a hierarchical structure, it become possible to perform a closed loop automatic monitoring and control of the power system to steer it away from transient or voltage instability, through corrective actions initiated during a state of emergency [4, 5] .
The number of installed PMUs worldwide is constantly increasing; nevertheless, the cost of these devices is still a source of concern for widespread installations, [6] [7] [8] . Thus, a certain effort in research field is devoted in developing methodology to better observe, understand and manage the grid but limiting the number of installed devices, [9] [10] [11] . This paper tries to face the same problem but from a different point of view: it proposes a design approach for implementing a PMU only adopting low cost hardware, thus making it possible to use them on a large scale.
In recent years, there have been significant research contributions on the improvement of the PMU performances adopting different algorithms [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , or on the PMU-based event detection [20, 21] . Few works, to the best of the author's knowledge, focused on the implementation of this kind of instruments. In [22] , an example of PMU for distribution grids is presented; however, the implementation details are not disclosed. More details are given in [23] where the described PMU prototype is based on a field programmable gate array with high performance. Despite this, the chosen hardware platform (i.e., a National Instrument Compact RIO) is quite expensive. In [24] , a prototype of a PMU, based on a microcontroller, is presented; the synchronization is obtained through a GPS signal received from a Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) module. No details are given on the synchronization, nor device characterization is presented. In [25] , the OpenPMU project, an open platform for the development of PMU technology, is presented. No specific details on hardware implementation but just a rough cost, of about 1000 $, are given; moreover, nothing is said about the instrument performance. In [26] , a development of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for PMU applications, with GPS synchronization, based on an open hardware development platform, is discussed. It makes use of external devices, such as a GPS receiver, a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) circuit and an ADC, managed by the powerful BeagleBone Black board. Some issues arise: the development board is not an industrial product, so not suitable for harsh environment like substations; moreover, the performance is not accurately evaluated in comparison with a reference instrument. In [27] , a technique to lock the sampling frequency of an ADC, managed by a Digital Signal Processor (DSP), is discussed; it does not use a GPS disciplined oscillator, but a simple GPS receiver. It is based on a non-uniform sampling of the signal, since the sampling period is continuously varied between two discrete values. Good synchronization results are shown in the paper; however, the performance is evaluated in a very simple condition, which is a sine wave with constant frequency, amplitude and phase. In fact, the non-uniform sampling may introduce phase noise and worsen the accuracy of synchrophasor phase estimation.
It is worthwhile to emphasize that in all the cited papers, even if the performance is experimentally evaluated, merely rough experiments using signals of a few volt are executed, excluding input transducers. However, it is known that input transducers are typically the major source of uncertainty in measurement chains for power systems [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] ; this issue, specifically for PMU application, is also demonstrated in [38] .
In this paper, a design approach for a low-cost prototype of PMU, with a detailed description of its hardware and firmware implementation, is presented. In addition, a thorough metrological characterization of the realized prototype is shown: it has been performed using a metrological grade reference instrument, the Fluke 6135A/PMUCAL, using voltage and current levels typical of low voltage power systems, which are similar to those which can be found in primary, or secondary, substations, at the output of Voltage and Current Instrument Transformers (VT and CT). The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some basic recalls on PMU are given. Section 3 presents the hardware implementation of the proposed system, including the analog input adaption stage. Section 4 describes the firmware implementation, along with the techniques used to obtain the synchronization and to improve the measurement accuracy. Section 5 shows the metrological characterization of the prototype and, finally, Section 6 draws the conclusions. 
Fundamentals of PMU
A phasor is a complex number that represents both the magnitude, A, and phase angle, ϕ, of the voltage or current sinusoidal waveforms pulsating with an angular frequency ω = 2π f (with f equal to 50 Hz or 60 Hz in different power systems) at a specific point in time (shown in Figure 1 ). A phasor is a complex number that represents both the magnitude, , and phase angle, , of the voltage or current sinusoidal waveforms pulsating with an angular frequency = 2 (with equal to 50 Hz or 60 Hz in different power systems) at a specific point in time (shown in Figure 1 ). PMUs measure root mean square (rms) amplitude, phase, frequency and ROCOF of both current and voltage and this collection of grid condition data, which are time-synchronized, is called phasor data. Every PMU measurement obtains a timestamp derived from the GPS universal time. When a phasor measurement is timestamped, it is called a synchrophasor. In this way, PMU measurements performed in different locations can be synchronized and time-aligned and, therefore, combined to provide a detailed view of a wide geographical area. This, moreover, help the system operators to maintain the healthiness of the network.
PMUs sample at speeds of up to 50 observations per second (or 60 in USA system), whereas conventional monitoring technologies (such as Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition, SCADA) measure once every two to four seconds. However, in order to allow the comparison of the electrical quantities of the nodes (amplitude and phase of the voltages and currents), the measurements must be made at common sampling instants. The absolute time reference can be used to synchronize the simultaneous sampling of voltage and current signals. The standards [2, 3] define the reference time instants in which the PMU must measure the electrical signals and the levels of accuracy that equipment should meet for the various classes of accuracy. In order to face these requirements several test conditions and performance verifications are prescribed. A crucial role in performance verification is played by the synchronization stage: in fact, as it is stated in [2,3], a synchronization error of 1 µs results itself in a Total Vector Error (TVE) of 1 %. All the recalled requirements reflect on the design of a PMU measurement system. A basic architecture, typically adopted for PMU implementation, is reported in Figure 2 . The core of this architecture is the oscillator disciplined by the Pulse Per Second (PPS) signal coming from GPS receiver, which can give a sampling clock accurately synchronized to the absolute time reference, i.e., the Universal Time Coordinated (UTC). In this way, the synchronization requirements are satisfied as the analog signals are sampled synchronously with the absolute time reference. Nevertheless, the GPS Disciplined Oscillator (GPSDO) is not a cheap component and, to obtain a low-cost implementation, this component should be removed. PMUs measure root mean square (rms) amplitude, phase, frequency and ROCOF of both current and voltage and this collection of grid condition data, which are time-synchronized, is called phasor data. Every PMU measurement obtains a timestamp derived from the GPS universal time. When a phasor measurement is timestamped, it is called a synchrophasor. In this way, PMU measurements performed in different locations can be synchronized and time-aligned and, therefore, combined to provide a detailed view of a wide geographical area. This, moreover, help the system operators to maintain the healthiness of the network.
PMUs sample at speeds of up to 50 observations per second (or 60 in USA system), whereas conventional monitoring technologies (such as Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition, SCADA) measure once every two to four seconds. However, in order to allow the comparison of the electrical quantities of the nodes (amplitude and phase of the voltages and currents), the measurements must be made at common sampling instants. The absolute time reference can be used to synchronize the simultaneous sampling of voltage and current signals. The standards [2, 3] define the reference time instants in which the PMU must measure the electrical signals and the levels of accuracy that equipment should meet for the various classes of accuracy. In order to face these requirements several test conditions and performance verifications are prescribed. A crucial role in performance verification is played by the synchronization stage: in fact, as it is stated in [2,3], a synchronization error of 1 µs results itself in a Total Vector Error (TVE) of 1 %. All the recalled requirements reflect on the design of a PMU measurement system. A basic architecture, typically adopted for PMU implementation, is reported in Figure 2 . A phasor is a complex number that represents both the magnitude, , and phase angle, , of the voltage or current sinusoidal waveforms pulsating with an angular frequency = 2 (with equal to 50 Hz or 60 Hz in different power systems) at a specific point in time (shown in Figure 1 ). PMUs measure root mean square (rms) amplitude, phase, frequency and ROCOF of both current and voltage and this collection of grid condition data, which are time-synchronized, is called phasor data. Every PMU measurement obtains a timestamp derived from the GPS universal time. When a phasor measurement is timestamped, it is called a synchrophasor. In this way, PMU measurements performed in different locations can be synchronized and time-aligned and, therefore, combined to provide a detailed view of a wide geographical area. This, moreover, help the system operators to maintain the healthiness of the network.
PMUs sample at speeds of up to 50 observations per second (or 60 in USA system), whereas conventional monitoring technologies (such as Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition, SCADA) measure once every two to four seconds. However, in order to allow the comparison of the electrical quantities of the nodes (amplitude and phase of the voltages and currents), the measurements must be made at common sampling instants. The absolute time reference can be used to synchronize the simultaneous sampling of voltage and current signals. The standards [2, 3] define the reference time instants in which the PMU must measure the electrical signals and the levels of accuracy that equipment should meet for the various classes of accuracy. In order to face these requirements several test conditions and performance verifications are prescribed. A crucial role in performance verification is played by the synchronization stage: in fact, as it is stated in [2,3], a synchronization error of 1 µs results itself in a Total Vector Error (TVE) of 1 %. All the recalled requirements reflect on the design of a PMU measurement system. A basic architecture, typically adopted for PMU implementation, is reported in Figure 2 . The core of this architecture is the oscillator disciplined by the Pulse Per Second (PPS) signal coming from GPS receiver, which can give a sampling clock accurately synchronized to the absolute time reference, i.e., the Universal Time Coordinated (UTC). In this way, the synchronization requirements are satisfied as the analog signals are sampled synchronously with the absolute time reference. Nevertheless, the GPS Disciplined Oscillator (GPSDO) is not a cheap component and, to obtain a low-cost implementation, this component should be removed. The core of this architecture is the oscillator disciplined by the Pulse Per Second (PPS) signal coming from GPS receiver, which can give a sampling clock accurately synchronized to the absolute time reference, i.e., the Universal Time Coordinated (UTC). In this way, the synchronization requirements are satisfied as the analog signals are sampled synchronously with the absolute time reference. Nevertheless, the GPS Disciplined Oscillator (GPSDO) is not a cheap component and, to obtain a low-cost implementation, this component should be removed.
In addition, as is demonstrated in [38] , the input transducers and the analog signal conditioning stages could be the major source of uncertainty in PMU measurement systems. Therefore, particular attention should be also paid to the design and usage of these components.
Hardware Implementation

System Architecture
In order to obtain an adequate level of accuracy and, at the same time, keep low the hardware cost, reference is made to the architecture reported in Figure 3 and only cheap components have been chosen. The input stages are constituted by low cost voltage and current transducers equipped with suitable analog conditioning stages to adapt the signal level to the input range of the ADC. The core of the instrument is a low-cost Advanced Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) Machine (ARM) microcontroller unit (MCU) with integrated ADC (analog-to-digital converter) and Ethernet interface. It is responsible for the absolute time synchronization, data acquisition, signal processing and data communication. A key feature of the design is the lack of a GPSDO. Instead, a simple GPS receiver is used and all the synchronization is derived by the PPS signal. Therefore, a suitable signal processing is adopted to obtain measurements synchronized to the UTC, as it is better explained in Section 4. Voltage and current synchrophasors, frequency and ROCOF are obtained by processing the synchronized signal samples through an Interpolated Discrete Fourier Transform (IpDFT) algorithm [14] . Measurement data are communicated through a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) socket to a host Personal Computer (PC); for the scope of this work, the standard Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std C37.118.2-2011 [39] has not been considered. In addition, as is demonstrated in [38] , the input transducers and the analog signal conditioning stages could be the major source of uncertainty in PMU measurement systems. Therefore, particular attention should be also paid to the design and usage of these components.
Hardware implementation
System Architecture
In order to obtain an adequate level of accuracy and, at the same time, keep low the hardware cost, reference is made to the architecture reported in Figure 3 and only cheap components have been chosen. The input stages are constituted by low cost voltage and current transducers equipped with suitable analog conditioning stages to adapt the signal level to the input range of the ADC. The core of the instrument is a low-cost Advanced Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) Machine (ARM) microcontroller unit (MCU) with integrated ADC (analog-to-digital converter) and Ethernet interface. It is responsible for the absolute time synchronization, data acquisition, signal processing and data communication. A key feature of the design is the lack of a GPSDO. Instead, a simple GPS receiver is used and all the synchronization is derived by the PPS signal. Therefore, a suitable signal processing is adopted to obtain measurements synchronized to the UTC, as it is better explained in Section 4. Voltage and current synchrophasors, frequency and ROCOF are obtained by processing the synchronized signal samples through an Interpolated Discrete Fourier Transform (IpDFT) algorithm [14] . Measurement data are communicated through a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) socket to a host Personal Computer (PC); for the scope of this work, the standard Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std C37.118.2-2011 [39] has not been considered. 
Input Stage
The used voltage and current transducers are the LEM LV 25-P and the LEM LA 25-NP, respectively. Their conditioning circuits have been designed as simple as possible, using the lowest number of active components as possible, in order to keep, at the same time, the cost low and the signal-to-noise ratio as high as possible. The conditioning circuit for the voltage transducer is shown in Figure 4 , where T1 represents the transducer. It converts a rated rms input current of 10 mA in a current of 25 mA, with a maximum rms input voltage of 700 V. The input signal range has been considered limited to a rms value of 300 V so the input resistance is chosen equal to 30 kΩ obtaining an output bipolar current of 25 mA. Then, in order to obtain a peak-to-peak unipolar voltage output of about 3.3 V (i.e., the input range of the microcontroller ADC) a resistor = 46 Ω is inserted in series and an offset voltage of 1.65 V, directly derived from ADC reference voltage, is added as shown in Figure 4 . The values of the other components are = 10 kΩ (in order to drain a maximum current of about 170 μA from the microcontroller) and = 47 nF (in order to cut high frequency noise). The adopted current conditioning circuit is very similar to that previously presented for voltage, the only difference in the scheme is that current transducer has no need of input resistance. 
The used voltage and current transducers are the LEM LV 25-P and the LEM LA 25-NP, respectively. Their conditioning circuits have been designed as simple as possible, using the lowest number of active components as possible, in order to keep, at the same time, the cost low and the signal-to-noise ratio as high as possible. The conditioning circuit for the voltage transducer is shown in Figure 4 , where T1 represents the transducer. It converts a rated rms input current of 10 mA in a current of 25 mA, with a maximum rms input voltage of 700 V. The input signal range has been considered limited to a rms value of 300 V so the input resistance R 1 is chosen equal to 30 kΩ obtaining an output bipolar current of 25 mA. Then, in order to obtain a peak-to-peak unipolar voltage output of about 3.3 V (i.e., the input range of the microcontroller ADC) a resistor R 2 = 46 Ω is inserted in series and an offset voltage of 1.65 V, directly derived from ADC reference voltage, is added as shown in Figure 4 . The values of the other components are R 3 = 10 kΩ (in order to drain a maximum current of about 170 µA from the microcontroller) and C 1 = 47 nF (in order to cut high frequency noise). The adopted current conditioning circuit is very similar to that previously presented for voltage, the only difference in the scheme is that current transducer has no need of input resistance. 
Microcontroller
The 
GPS Receiver
It is worthwhile to underline that, for cost reasons, only simple GPS receivers without disciplined oscillator output have been considered and an external Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) GPS receiver module Linx-rxm-GPS-FM has been chosen. It is a self-contained receiver based on the MediaTek MT3339 chipset, it can simultaneously acquire on 66 channels and track on up to 22 channels. This gives the module fast lock times even at low signal levels. The module outputs standard National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) data messages through a UART interface.
Firmware Implementation
The firmware is fully developed in C language; Keil Microcontroller Development Kit (MDK) ARM development environment has been chosen for its high performance toolchain. The presented work has been developed on a low cost microcontroller, with relatively poor hardware features; consequently, great challenges are constituted by the firmware optimization and the accurate metrological characterization to evaluate and compensate the systematic errors. In particular, the main challenges have been related to: (1) the lack of specific synchronization hardware, (2) the lack of high resolution 32-bit timer at 168 MHz, (3) the poor Digital Signal Processing (DSP) performance of the floating-point unit (it does not implement 64 bit double-precision calculations) and (4) the low RAM size. In this section, some details on the main parts of firmware will be described, along with the techniques adopted to overcome the hardware limitations.
Synchronization
A PMU shall be capable to receive time synchronization from a reliable and accurate source, such as the GPS, and to perform phasor measurements synchronized to UTC time, with accuracy sufficient to meet the requirements specified in the standards [2, 3] . It should perform all the measurements and report the results at a constant reporting rate, expressed in terms of frames per second (fps). The reporting rate is an integer number (i.e., 50/60 fps, 25/30 fps, 10/12 fps, etc.) and it 
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Synchronization
A PMU shall be capable to receive time synchronization from a reliable and accurate source, such as the GPS, and to perform phasor measurements synchronized to UTC time, with accuracy sufficient to meet the requirements specified in the standards [2, 3] . It should perform all the measurements and report the results at a constant reporting rate, expressed in terms of frames per second (fps). The reporting rate is an integer number (i.e., 50/60 fps, 25/30 fps, 10/12 fps, etc.) and it defines the reporting Energies 2019, 12, 2648 6 of 15 time instants at which the PMU shall report the measurement results. For a reporting rate N fps, the N reporting times are evenly spaced through each second with first reporting time coincident with the UTC second rollover (e.g., coincident with a 1 PPS provided by GPS, see Figure 5 ). The typical solution adopted by commercial PMUs is the use of a 10 MHz GPSDO. Starting from this system clock, a sampling clock is derived, so that also sampling instants are referenced to UTC and the constraint of evenly spaced measurements is simply obtained by performing analysis on a constant number of samples (see Figure 6 ). In this paper, with the aim of cost saving, a different approach, based on a cheap GPS receiver and on a complex firmware technique based on numeric synchronization and resampling, is proposed. In the presented prototype, the internal MCU clock is not disciplined and, thus, it is not aligned to absolute time (see Figure 7) . Moreover, it is obtained by multiplying the output frequency of a low cost quartz crystal through the PLL circuit (integrated in the MCU) and so affected by frequency jitter and thermal drift; its frequency (168 MHz), however, is much higher than the typical GPSDO frequency. Therefore, the system clock and internal timers are used to build a reference time-base (TB) and a firmware procedure manages the timers to keep their rollover periodicity locked to PPS and thus to UTC absolute time. To this aim, an internal counter (Time-Base Counter, TBC), running at 168 MHz, is used and configured with a counting number that is continuously estimated and corrected to keep its periodicity as close as possible to an integer fraction of 1 s (i.e., 1 s/50 = 20 ms). In fact, at each PPS event coming from the GPS receiver, a specific Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) calculates how many system ticks have been elapsed from the previous PPS event. This number is used to correct the counting number adopted in the next second to produce a counter rollover each 20 ms: the number of ticks, divided by 50, is the fractional number of ticks that corresponds to 20 ms and it defines the reporting time at 50 fps, the maximum reporting rate considered (i.e., related to 50 Hz power frequency). Obviously, since the number of ticks, divided by 50, can be a decimal number, whereas the counter accepts only integer numbers, a specific management strategy, explained in Section 4.3, has been used. Other reporting rates can be obtained by decimation. The correction is calculated adopting a discrete Proportional Integrative Derivative (PID) control algorithm, as better explained in Section 4.2. In this way, since the counter rollover is precisely produced every 20 ms (i.e., 50 pulses per second, 50-pps), it can be used to obtain the synchronized reporting time instants. However, in order to have synchronized measurements of the phasor, having a synchronized TB is not enough. In fact, it is necessary to sample the input signals synchronously with the absolute time reference, which is not the case at hand. Therefore, at each TB rollover, MCU takes and stores, in a dedicated queue, the timing information needed to perform a signal resampling, that is the number of ticks elapsed from last sampling time, called control info (CI). In fact, with CI, the actual synchronized sampling instants are estimated and then the acquired data are resampled with linear interpolation, in order to have a signal synchronously sampled. The data acquired between two subsequent TB events is called frame. The subsequent processing stage manipulates the frames and extracts the phasors. defines the reporting time instants at which the PMU shall report the measurement results. For a reporting rate N fps, the N reporting times are evenly spaced through each second with first reporting time coincident with the UTC second rollover (e.g., coincident with a 1 PPS provided by GPS, see Figure 5 ). The typical solution adopted by commercial PMUs is the use of a 10 MHz GPSDO. Starting from this system clock, a sampling clock is derived, so that also sampling instants are referenced to UTC and the constraint of evenly spaced measurements is simply obtained by performing analysis on a constant number of samples (see Figure 6 ). In this paper, with the aim of cost saving, a different approach, based on a cheap GPS receiver and on a complex firmware technique based on numeric synchronization and resampling, is proposed. In the presented prototype, the internal MCU clock is not disciplined and, thus, it is not aligned to absolute time (see Figure 7) . Moreover, it is obtained by multiplying the output frequency of a low cost quartz crystal through the PLL circuit (integrated in the MCU) and so affected by frequency jitter and thermal drift; its frequency (168 MHz), however, is much higher than the typical GPSDO frequency. Therefore, the system clock and internal timers are used to build a reference time-base (TB) and a firmware procedure manages the timers to keep their rollover periodicity locked to PPS and thus to UTC absolute time. To this aim, an internal counter (Time-Base Counter, TBC), running at 168 MHz, is used and configured with a counting number that is continuously estimated and corrected to keep its periodicity as close as possible to an integer fraction of 1 s (i.e., 1 s/50 = 20 ms). In fact, at each PPS event coming from the GPS receiver, a specific Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) calculates how many system ticks have been elapsed from the previous PPS event. This number is used to correct the counting number adopted in the next second to produce a counter rollover each 20 ms: the number of ticks, divided by 50, is the fractional number of ticks that corresponds to 20 ms and it defines the reporting time at 50 fps, the maximum reporting rate considered (i.e., related to 50 Hz power frequency). Obviously, since the number of ticks, divided by 50, can be a decimal number, whereas the counter accepts only integer numbers, a specific management strategy, explained in Section 4.3, has been used. Other reporting rates can be obtained by decimation. The correction is calculated adopting a discrete Proportional Integrative Derivative (PID) control algorithm, as better explained in Section 4.2. In this way, since the counter rollover is precisely produced every 20 ms (i.e., 50 pulses per second, 50-pps), it can be used to obtain the synchronized reporting time instants. However, in order to have synchronized measurements of the phasor, having a synchronized TB is not enough. In fact, it is necessary to sample the input signals synchronously with the absolute time reference, which is not the case at hand. Therefore, at each TB rollover, MCU takes and stores, in a dedicated queue, the timing information needed to perform a signal resampling, that is the number of ticks elapsed from last sampling time, called control info (CI). In fact, with CI, the actual synchronized sampling instants are estimated and then the acquired data are resampled with linear interpolation, in order to have a signal synchronously sampled. The data acquired between two subsequent TB events is called frame. The subsequent processing stage manipulates the frames and extracts the phasors. 
PID Control
As previously mentioned, to keep the internal TB phase locked with the PPS, a specific ISR takes the number of system ticks elapsed from the last PPS event and feeds a PID control algorithm. More in details, at each PPS event, the ISR snapshots the count value of the TBC, it computes the deviation, , with respect to the values obtained at previous PPS event, and it feeds the PID. The output of the PID, divided by 50, will be the value used to configure the TBC rollover for the next second, as better explained in Section 4.3. In details, the new reload values , at j-th iteration, can be computed as:
where is the reference number of ticks, is the current value of counted ticks and , , , and , are, respectively, proportional, integrative and derivative components. Note that , is computed recursively and , is approximated as backward finite difference. Since the transfer function of the system is not known, the PID constants ( , and ) have been determined with the Ziegler-Nichols approach and empirically adjusted. The PID can act only one time per second, 
As previously mentioned, to keep the internal TB phase locked with the PPS, a specific ISR takes the number of system ticks elapsed from the last PPS event and feeds a PID control algorithm. More in details, at each PPS event, the ISR snapshots the count value of the TBC, it computes the deviation, e j , with respect to the values obtained at previous PPS event, and it feeds the PID. The output of the PID, divided by 50, will be the value used to configure the TBC rollover for the next second, as better explained in Section 4.3. In details, the new reload values u j , at j-th iteration, can be computed as:
where y re f is the reference number of ticks, y j is the current value of counted ticks and u p,j , u i,j and u d,j are, respectively, proportional, integrative and derivative components. Note that u i,j is computed recursively and u d,j is approximated as backward finite difference. Since the transfer function of the system is not known, the PID constants (K p , K i and K d ) have been determined with the Ziegler-Nichols ) . Moreover, a little value for K i constant has been chosen in order to obtain a low jitter in steady state conditions. This leads to a quite slow locking to absolute time, many iterations (between 60 and 80, depending on initial phase displacement) are needed to stably converge around the reference; thus, the anti-windup technique and the preload of integrator constant have been implemented to make the system work correctly within a few second after startup. In conclusion, the PID action keeps the TB of 50-pps locked in phase to the 1-PPS signal received by the GPS. The accuracy of synchronization was experimentally evaluated: the time intervals between the active edges of the PPS signal and obtained time base periodicity have been measured with a 12-bit Lecroy MDA810 digital storage oscilloscope for about some hours. The measured distribution of the time delay is shown in Figure 8 . Deviation, at steady state, exhibits almost a normal distribution with a mean systematic delay of 1.25 µs and maximum error of 500 ns. Thus, the system satisfactory reacts to internal clock drift and jitter obtaining good synchronization accuracy. correctly within a few second after startup. In conclusion, the PID action keeps the TB of 50-pps 268 locked in phase to the 1-PPS signal received by the GPS.
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The TB is a crucial part of the system as it has been used to trigger all the calculations. As 279 previously described, the TB relies on an internal high-resolution timer, with a clock frequency as
280
higher as possible to reach the best accuracy possible. High counter frequency implies that the 281 counted number rapidly increases so that a 32-bit timer would be appropriate to implement the TBC.
282
Unfortunately, a 32-bit timer running at system core clock is not a common feature on low cost MCUs; 283 additionally, the adopted MCU has no 32-bit timers at 168 MHz but it has only 16-bit timers and it is 284 not possible to perform a direct hardware cascade connection of two 16-bit timers (to obtain one 285 single 32-bit timer from two 16-bit timers). To face these hardware limitations, a firmware technique 286 to cascade two 16-bit counters for the TBC implementation has been implemented. When the first 287 counter rollover occurs, an ISR manages the working of a second counter until the desired value is 288 reached; particular attention has been paid to insure that the second counter stops before rollover. In
289
the following, for sake of clarity, a numerical example is given for the explanation of the technique.
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Suppose that the system clock frequency is exactly equal to the nominal value, 168 MHz; in this case,
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to obtain the 20 ms periodicity for TB, it is needed to count up to 168000000/50 = 3,360,000 (reload 292 value for TB), which is a number not representable with 16-bit. For this reason, the firmware lets the 
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The TB is a crucial part of the system as it has been used to trigger all the calculations. As previously described, the TB relies on an internal high-resolution timer, with a clock frequency as higher as possible to reach the best accuracy possible. High counter frequency implies that the counted number rapidly increases so that a 32-bit timer would be appropriate to implement the TBC. Unfortunately, a 32-bit timer running at system core clock is not a common feature on low cost MCUs; additionally, the adopted MCU has no 32-bit timers at 168 MHz but it has only 16-bit timers and it is not possible to perform a direct hardware cascade connection of two 16-bit timers (to obtain one single 32-bit timer from two 16-bit timers). To face these hardware limitations, a firmware technique to cascade two 16-bit counters for the TBC implementation has been implemented. When the first counter rollover occurs, an ISR manages the working of a second counter until the desired value is reached; particular attention has been paid to insure that the second counter stops before rollover. In the following, for sake of clarity, a numerical example is given for the explanation of the technique. Suppose that the system clock frequency is exactly equal to the nominal value, 168 MHz; in this case, to obtain the 20 ms periodicity for TB, it is needed to count up to 168,000,000/50 = 3,360,000 (reload value for TB), which is a number not representable with 16-bit. For this reason, the firmware lets the 16-bit counter to reach the rollup (so counting up to 2 16 ) for a number of times equal to floor (3,360,000/2 16 ) = 51 and, on the 52-th iteration, the counter must be stopped before rollover; on the last iteration it must count 17,664, so reaching the desired value (51 × 2 16 + 17664 = 3,360,000). Another issue in the implementation of TB comes from the fact that the output of the PID, u j , is the current tick number that corresponds to 1 s. This value has to be divided by 50 to obtain the TBC reload value to obtain a periodicity of 20 ms (50 fps). It is apparent that the result of the division is, in general, a decimal number while the TBC reload must be an integer number. A straightforward rounding of this value leads to a loss in resolution that could be relevant for the aimed application. Therefore, to mitigate this effect, the decimal part is properly considered: when, at the PPS event, a new TBC reload is calculated, in the next 50 TB events not always the same value is loaded. In fact, firmware reloads 50 potentially different TB values and the i-th reload value is calculated as:
where square parenthesis means rounding to nearest integer. With this formula, the summation of the 50 TB values will always coincide with u j .
AD Conversion
Two different ADC are used to acquire voltage and current signals and, to obtain simultaneous sampling, an internal timer has been selected as trigger source for both ADCs. The chosen sampling frequency was 6400 Hz as it corresponds to 128 samples per cycle at 50 Hz and the basic sampling time instants are triggered by a high-resolution timer running at system clock of 168 MHz. The desired sampling periodicity is obtained loading in the timer a proper counting value that nominally can be calculated dividing the rated system clock by the desired sampling frequency. However, the actual counting value has been experimentally evaluated. A square wave, with frequency equal to the desired sampling frequency has been generated. Its frequency has been measured with the frequency counter Agilent 53230A for some hours. The counting value has been chosen in such a way that the measured frequency of the square wave was as close as possible to 6.4 kHz; in particular, a sampling frequency of 6400.2500 Hz has been chosen, with a standard deviation of 100 µHz, which corresponds to about 0.02 µHz/Hz. The ADCs nominal resolution is 12-bit; nevertheless, for the purpose of the developed project, the effect of noise on the analog input or amplitude quantization can remarkably affect the overall accuracy of the results. Thus, ADC characteristics was enhanced through a technique based on over-sampling and averaging [40] , thus obtaining improvement both in terms of amplitude resolution and noise rejection. Therefore, when a sampling time instant is triggered, the ADC is configured to acquire 16 samples at a burst sampling frequency much greater than the chosen sampling frequency (588 kHz). It is worthwhile noting that 16 samples are acquired in a really short time of about 27 µs, much lower than the equivalent sampling time interval. Then, the acquired samples are averaged to obtain the final sampling results. To this aim, two direct memory access channels are configured to simultaneously serve the two ADCs. They copy the samples in dedicated queues and an ISR averages the 16 samples of voltage and current, respectively, using the integrated DSP unit. The averaged results are pushed in two different queues, one for voltage and one for current. A final issue is related to the time collocation of the averaged values: they are the result of the averaging of 16 samples over 27 µs. They are considered at the center of the averaging interval and so a systematic phase delay is introduced; however, this phase delay can be compensated with a correction of the measured synchrophasor phase value returned by the estimation algorithm.
Resampling
As previously described, to correctly measure a synchrophasor, the input signals must be synchronously sampled with the UTC. In the considered prototype, the sampling time instants are asynchronous with UTC, so they cannot be used directly for synchrophasor calculation for different reasons: (1) the number of samples is different from nominal value (128 samples) in each 20 ms frame, (2) the actual number of samples that corresponds to 20 ms is not an integer number of samples and (3) the first sample of each frame is not aligned with an event of TB. Therefore, the desynchronized acquired signal is resampled with linear interpolation: we can calculate an approximation of the synchronized sample by interpolating the two acquired samples that are closer to the desired time position. Obviously, a more complex interpolation technique can improve the overall accuracy of the instrument. The first step for the resampling is to put in relation the desynchronized and synchronized time instants. The synchronized time instants t s (i) can be easily obtained starting from TB events, with a uniform spacing of T c = 20 ms/128 (see Figure 9 ). The desynchronized time instants, t d ( j), are spaced of sampling period T s [k] estimated in the k-th frame. The data needed for estimating T s [k] are collected by the TB ISR in CI and they are placed in a dedicated queue. In particular, CI includes:
, the number of samples acquired in the k-th frame;
, the value of the system clock counts (systick) read when the last event of the TB occurs; • PPS tick , the systick read when the last PPS event occurs.
• PPStick, the systick read when the last PPS event occurs. So can be estimated as:
where is the sampling frequency estimated in the k-th frame. With this information, it is possible to find out what are the nearest acquired samples, by calculating where the synchronized samples should be "virtually" located in the acquisition buffer. These "virtual locations" of the i-th synchronized sample, , come out by dividing the synchronized time instants, = • 20 , by the measured sampling period, :
where are not-integer indexes, with an integer part, , and a decimal part, . Thus, the i-th synchronized sample should have been acquired between the actual acquired samples, that are at indexes mi and mi + 1 of the buffer, with a normalized distance from the former of 0.di and with a distance from the latter of 1 − 0.di (see Figure 4) . Therefore, an estimation of the i-th synchronized sample, , can be calculated as average of two nearest samples weighted according relative distances thus:
where and 1 are two subsequent acquired samples, closest to the i-th synchronized time instants (see Figure 9 ). With this approach, 512 synchronized samples are calculated so that, the first half is taken before, and the other half is taken after each synchronized TB event. So T s [k] can be estimated as:
where f s [k] is the sampling frequency estimated in the k-th frame. With this information, it is possible to find out what are the nearest acquired samples, by calculating where the synchronized samples should be "virtually" located in the acquisition buffer. These "virtual locations" of the i-th synchronized sample, n i , come out by dividing the synchronized time instants, t s (i) = i·20 ms, by the measured sampling period, T s [k]:
where n i are not-integer indexes, with an integer part, m i , and a decimal part, from the latter of 1 − 0.d i (see Figure 4) . Therefore, an estimation of the i-th synchronized sample, s R (i), can be calculated as average of two nearest samples weighted according relative distances thus:
where s(m i ) and s(m i + 1) are two subsequent acquired samples, closest to the i-th synchronized time instants (see Figure 9 ). With this approach, 512 synchronized samples are calculated so that, the first half is taken before, and the other half is taken after each synchronized TB event.
Synchrophasor Calculation
To estimate the synchrophasor, different techniques were proposed [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] in scientific literature. Most of them are eligible to be implemented in the proposed prototype; for this paper, the technique based on interpolation in the frequency domain is chosen [14] . The algorithm starts with calculating Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of resampled values. These samples are synchronous with absolute time but, in general, asynchronous with respect to the power system frequency. Thus, none of the calculated spectral components exactly matches with the fundamental components of the acquired signals. Nevertheless, its actual amplitude, phase angle and frequency can be evaluated by interpolating the obtained spectral components. This procedure can be adopted on the assumption of negligibility of the spectral leakage effects due to other sinusoidal components and due to spectral replica at negative frequency. This assumption can be made adopting an opportune window like Hanning window that has good performance, relatively to attenuation of spectral leakage [14] . For the case at hand, the effect of negative replica results to be prevalent and iterative estimation procedure was adopted to make this effect negligible.
Execution Times
All the execution times of the different routines of the implemented firmware have been measured. In particular, the maximum reporting rate has been considered, that is 50 Hz, and an observation interval of four cycles of nominal power frequency (50 Hz) has been used. Each execution time has been measured in this way: a digital pin of the microcontroller has been set to high value just before the execution of the specific routine and again set to low value just after the routine execution; the duration of the obtained pulse was measured with the 12-bit Lecroy MDA810 digital storage oscilloscope. The results are as follows: (1) PID routine takes 1.6 µs every 1 s, (2) TB routine takes 2.5 µs every 20 ms (50 times a second), (3) oversampling and averaging take 3 µs every 156 µs (6400 times a second), (4) extraction from queue routine takes 2.2 µs every 20 ms (50 times a second), (5) time domain interpolation takes 6.8 ms every 20 ms (50 times a second), (6) IpDFT takes 560 µs every 20 ms (50 times a second). Summarizing, the total execution time is 7.8 ms for the two channels, i.e., quite lower than 20 ms, which is the time interval between two reporting instants.
Experimental Results
The realized PMU prototype has been tested with a high performance PMU calibrator, the Fluke 6135A/PMUCAL.
A metrological characterization of the calibrator has been performed, by some of the authors, in [38] . It is able to give reliable results down to values of 0.012% for TVE, 0.6 mHz for Frequency Error (FE) and 0.07 Hz/s for Rate of change of Frequency Error (RFE), in the various test conditions of [2, 3] .
The presented prototype has been tested in several testing conditions, both for class P as well as for class M PMUs, as prescribed in [2, 3] , for rated voltage of 230 V and rated current of 10 A. The chosen testing conditions are:
1.
Sinewaves with off-nominal frequency deviations within ±2 Hz (class P) and ±5 Hz (class M);
2.
Sinewaves with off-nominal frequency deviations within ±2 Hz (class P) and ±5 Hz (class M) affected by one single harmonic component, from 2nd to 50th, of amplitude equal to 1% (class P) and 10% (class M) of the fundamental; 3.
Amplitude Modulated (AM) sinewaves affected by a 2 Hz (class P) and 5 Hz (class M) modulating tone of amplitude equal to 10% of the fundamental; 4.
Phase Modulated (PM) sinewaves affected by a 2 Hz (class P) and 5 Hz (class M) modulating tone of amplitude equal to 0.1 rad; 5.
50 Hz sinewaves corrupted by a single out-of-band inter-harmonic (only class M) of amplitude equal to 10% of the fundamental at 24.9 Hz; 6.
Chirp waveforms with the fundamental frequency increasing linearly from about 48 Hz to 52 Hz (class P) and from 45 Hz to 55 Hz (class M), and vice versa, at a rate of ±1 Hz/s.
Results of the experimental tests are summarized in Table 1 (class P) and Table 2 (class M). They were obtained using an observation interval of four nominal 50 Hz cycles and a reporting rate of 50 fps. For sake of brevity, only results relative to voltage channel are presented; similar values have been obtained also for current channel. The IpDFT algorithm generally shows good performance in steady-state conditions, in particular in presence of harmonics and inter-harmonics. Nevertheless, the performance is worse in dynamic conditions (with frequency ramp and especially with amplitude and phase modulations). These results are essentially due to the static phasor model at the base of the IpDFT and become worse with the increase of the time observation window.
However, it can be seen that the TVE, FE and RFE are below the standard limits for practically all the testing conditions, except for the out-of-band interharmonic, where both TVE and FE are over the limit, and for the frequency ramp for class M, where the RFE is slightly worse (0.21 Hz/s) than the limit (0.20 Hz/s).
These results are particularly relevant especially if compared with the results shown in [38] , where the experimental characterization of the IpDFT algorithm is performed using a high-performance measuring hardware, constituted by a PXI controller, 16-bit data acquisition system, high accuracy class voltage and current transducers and a synchronization board acting as GPSDO.
The performance here shown is, as expected, worse, due to the intrinsic poor performance of the hardware here used; however, some situations, where errors are near (or over) the limit, are highlighted also in [38] , thus depending essentially on the used estimation algorithm.
Conclusions
In this paper, a design approach for the realization of a very low cost PMU is presented. The core of the instrument is an ARM microcontroller with integrated ADC and Ethernet controller. External devices are used to realize the voltage and current sensing stage, a simple GPS receiver is used to receive the PPS and the timestamp and, in particular, no GPS disciplined oscillator has been used.
Since a key feature of the PMU is the accurate synchronization with UTC, in order to meet this requirement with a sufficient accuracy, and without specific synchronization hardware, an efficient signal processing synchronization technique has been used, which is able to lock the sampling frequency to the UTC. To verify the robustness of the proposed design approach, a very common phasor estimation algorithm, the IpDFT, has been implemented onboard the microcontroller. Its features are the ease to implement and the quite low computational complexity.
The cost of the prototype is very low, about 110 €, obtained in this way: (1) the transducer cost is about 90 €, (2) the cost of the microcontroller development board is about 10 €, (3) the cost of the GPS receiver and the antenna is lower than 10 € and (4) the electronic components of the conditioning circuit is lower than 1 €.
The realized prototype has been tested with a high performance PMU calibrator, the Fluke 6135A/PMUCAL, in several testing conditions reported in [2, 3] . The maximum values for TVE, FE and RFE are below the standard limits practically for every testing condition, except for interharmonic, and for RFE in the frequency ramp test for Class M PMUs. However, comparing the obtained results with those obtained from an IpDFT implementation on a high performance measuring hardware [38] , nearly the same issues have been found.
